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The majestic mountains of the Japanese Alps, where you can enjoy some terrific views and relaxing hot springs. Picture taken from the
Hodakaso Sangetsu Japanese Inn, Okuhida Hot Spring Village.

Spring was short and sweet, and in the blink of an eye we are diving head-first into the
sweltering Gifu summer. Japan is famous for its hot and humid summers, and Gifu
prefecture is consistently up among the hottest of the hot. But before jumping ship to
Hokkaido, let’s take a brief look at some of the festivals and events going on in Gifu that
you can only see during the summer!
Morning Markets 朝市

Takayama Markets
Period: All year
Hours: 7:00am-12:00pm (During winter starts at
8:00am)
Miyagawa Market Location: In between the
Yayoibashi Bridge and Kajibashi Bridge along the
Miyagawa River on the same side as the Old Quarter,
a 15-minute walk from JR Takayama Station.
Jinya Plaza Market Location: In front of the
Takayama Jinya, a 15-minute walk from JR
Takayama Station.

Go Gifu

Most people in Gifu prefecture beat the heat by completing all
outdoor activities in the morning, why not join them and travel to
one of the morning markets located in Takayama or Gero City.
Both Takayama and Gero are located in the northern Hida
region of Gifu prefecture where the higher elevation ensures
cooler weather than what you would find in the south.
At these markets you will find locally grown produce and
hand-made crafts (among other things) all being sold by the
farmers and craftsmen themselves. There aren’t too many of
these types of markets in Japan, and it provides a great
opportunity to interact with the locals. On an average day you
will find both tourists and locals in attendance.

Gero City Ideyu Market
Period:April~Late November
Hours: 8:00am ～ 12:00pm
Location: Near the entrance of the Gero
Onsen Gassho Village
Directions: 15 minute walk from JR Gero Station, or Nouhi
Bus Gassho-mura line from JR Gero Station >>> get off at
“Asaichi-Mae” bus stop (6 minutes)
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The Gujo Dance 郡上踊り
During the summer months in Japan, you can see
many obon festivals all over the country. During these
obon festivals Japanese people pay respect to their
relatives and ancestors that have passed away, and
many of them include traditional dancing. The Gujo
Dance consists of ten different dances and is held during
30 nights from late-July to early September. The most
distinct feature of the Gujo Dance is the period of four
nights in August when the dancing is held all night long.
As the dancing venue changes with each night, please
check the schedule on the website down below for dayspecific times and locations.
If you participate in the dancing you may find yourself
feeling tired at some point and want to stop to take a
breather, just be warned that there are no breaks in
between songs and you aren’t allowed to stop dancing
while you are inside of the “dancing circle.” Just continue
on dancing while slowly making your way to the outside
edge of the “dancing circle,” once you exit feel free to
take a break and grab some water.
I love
the Gujo
Dance!
Date: July-September, All-Night Dancing: August 13th-16th
Venue: Various locations in Gujo Hachiman
Website(for schedule):
http://www.gujohachiman.com/kanko/odori_e.html
Access: From JR Gifu Station take the JR Takayama Main Line
to Mino-Ota Station(35 min, 500 yen), change trains to the
Nagaragawa Railway line and ride until Gujo Hachiman Station
(1 hr 26 min, 1,350 yen)

Gero Hot Springs Festival
下呂温泉まつり

The Dragon Fire Festival

This festival is the biggest event of the year in
Gero City, lasting four-days-long with many activities
that will spark the interest of anyone who is in
attendance. Highlights of the festival include the
Dragon Fire Festival, Gero Dance, mikoshi portableshrine parade, and fireworks show.
The Dragon Fire Festival has five dragons flying
through the city streets along with the mikoshi shrines.
Each dragon has a distinct dance and livens up the
festival atmosphere with sparks and the crackling roar
of firecrackers. The climax occurs when all five of the
dragons converge at the Shirasagi Bridge in the center
of the downtown hot springs district.

Date:
・8/1 Dragon Fire Festival: 6:30pm~9:00pm
・8/2 Mikoshi Parade: 6:30pm~10:00pm, Gero Dance: 8:00pm~10:30pm
・8/3 Firework Musical Performance: 8:00pm~8:45pm,
Gero Dance: 9:00pm~10:30pm
・8/4 Utazuka Traditional Music Festival: 7:00pm~10:00pm
Venue: The streets of the downtown hot spring district in downtown Gero
Directions: 5-10 minute walk from JR Gero Station across the Hida River

Go Gifu
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Gifu Ayu and Cormorant Fishing
岐阜アユ及び鵜飼

The Cormorant Birds Used in Ukai

Gifu prides itself on its clean, pristine rivers that run
through the prefecture. Ayu sweetfish, Gifu’s prefectural
fish, are a testament to the water’s quality because of the
fact they can only live and breed in the cleanest of
environments.
Ayu are a distant relative to salmon, and have similar
migratory patterns in that they are born in freshwater and
then travel to the ocean and back. They only have about a
year-long lifespan which is why they are not too large in
size. Ayu are famous for their naturally sweet taste
(sometimes compared to the taste of watermelon), which
leads to its nickname: sweetfish.

From the end of spring to the beginning of fall you
can enjoy ukai, cormorant fishing in English, when
the ayu make their way from the ocean back to the
spawning grounds. Ukai is a traditional fishing
method dating back 1,300 years, and remains almost
completely the same as it was back when it first
began.
In this tradition, master fishermen train and raise
cormorant birds (considering them as members of
their own family) to hunt ayu that are momentarily
confused by the light that is produced from the giant
torches that are hung at the bow of the fishing boats.
The fishermen can control around ten birds simultaneously
with the help of leash-like ropes that are tied around the
bird’s neck (no more different than the leashes used for dogwalking), and continuously keep an eye on their cormorants’
fatigue level.
This tradition has been passed down from generation to
generation, and takes place only during the summer months
of the year. For viewing-boat reservations please go to the
website down below.

1. Name:
Mariko

2. Hometown:
Gifu City

Date: May 11th to October 15th
Website(for inquiries, reservations, etc.): https://www.ukaigifucity.jp/ukai/
Directions(to boarding docks): From JR Gifu or Gifu Meitetsu
station take a Nagara-bashi Keiyu Line Gifu Bus(20 minutes,
210 yen), get off at “Nagara-bashi” bus stop, One-minute
walk to boarding docks

3. Favorite Spring Activity：
I enjoy barbequing at the
Water Eco Park in Kagamigahara City.

4. Favorite Place in the Summer:
I like the Yoro Waterfall in Yoro Town
because it is refreshingly cool.

5. Favorite Food in the Summer:
I love ayu from the clean waters of the Nagara River. Eating fresh
ayu that is caught using riverside traps is the best. I would
recommend it to be seasoned with salt, and then barbequed on a
skewer.
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